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Abstract
The object is to study the structure of social inequality with
respect to welfare indicators, such as car ownership. Statistics
are to be given which reflect to what extent such inequalities
depend on contrasts between specific groups, such as manual
workers and non-manual employees. An approach based on a logi t
model is presented. The approach involves a presentation of the
results in the form of comparable index numbers for the inequality between groups. The method has been conveniently implemente
in SAS, by PROC CATMOD, PROC MATRIX, and DATA-step applications.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Statistics on welfare in Sweden are obtained by the Survey on
Living Conditions, which is regularly carried out by Statistics
Sweden. Several aspects of welfare are covered, such as consumption, employment, housing, health, and leisure. Reports from the
Survey also give statistics on the social inequality in welfare
between population groups; cf. Statistics Sweden (1981, 1987a,
1987b, 1987c), Nordic Council (1984).

The purpose here is to give a method for measuring welfare
inequality as comparable index numbers. Consider a specific
welfare indicator of yes/no type, such as "owning/not owning a
car", "employed/unemployed", or "living/not living in a dwelling
of acceptable standard". The purpose is to measure to what extent the social inequalities in this indicator depend on the
respective background factors:

- Family situation
- Sex
- Socio-economic group
- Nationality (immigrants/Swedes)
- Geographical region
The factor "family situation" is a summary classification based
on age, cohabitation, and age of youngest child.
We want to be able to make comparisons concerning the relative
contributions of these factors to the inequality. In particular
comparisons over time are of interest. For instance one may ask:
"Has socio-economic group over the years become a more important
or a less important factor for the inequality in the studied
indicator?" We thus want to find some comparable index numbers
which express this "degree of importance". This is the aim of
the method presented here.

The index numbers are to be presented in some publications on
Living Conditions from Statistics Sweden (1987a, b ) . There it is
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to serve as a complement to extensive usual frequency tables.
Plan of the paper. The aims and specifications for the work are
discussed in Sections 2-3. Section 4 gives the formal definition
of the inequality index. Then in Sections 5-7 some motivations
for choosing that definition are presented. Sections 8-11 take
up some theoretical points, and Section 12 finally deals with
the computational implemention in SAS.
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Dr. Rolf Aaberge at Statistisk Sentralbyrå, Oslo, and Dr. Jan
Selen at the Swedish Institute of Social Research, Stockholm.
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PROPERTIES OF AN INEQUALITY INDEX

To find a suitable definition of the inequality index aimed at,
let us state some properties which we would like the index to
have. Concerning income inequality, measures of inequality have
been extensively treated in the littérature; cf. Nygård and
Sandström (1981), Sen (1976), Sen (1986). The present problem is
somewhat different. First, we have to deal with yes/no-type
indicators, like car ownership, rather than a continuous variable like income. We shall not give a rigorous set of mathematical axioms, but rather postulate some essential aims in more
loose terms.

In this Section some general properties are listed, and in the
next the properties are specified further. After that the inequality index is defined in Section 4.
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(1) Basic aim. The inequality index shall quantify the extent to
which the existing inequalities in some given welfare indicator,
such as car ownership, depend on some given background factor,
such as family situation or socio-economic group.

(2) Comparability over time. A primary purpose of the inequality
index is to show the development over time in the impact of
various background factors. The index numbers must thus be comparable over time and not subject to drift by irrelevant circumstances.

(3) Separation of background factors. The index numbers should
reflect the impact of each background factor separately. An
index pertaining to the impact of (e.g.) socio-economic group
should not be affected by mere implications of the fact that
different socio-economic groups have different age structures or
different geographical distribution. It should reflect the pure
effect of socio-economic group, "everything else alike". The
demand for this property is partly a consequence of the demand
for comparability over time, but also an end in itself.

(4) Comparability beween background factors. The index numbers
should have such a normalized scale as to yield comparison of
the importance of different background factors. For instance,
one may like to compare the level and time-trend in inequality
due to socio-economic group, vs. that due to family situation.

(5) Independence of size of background groups considered. An
inequality index may sometimes pertain to the inequality between
two groups of very different sizes, such as manual workers vs.
entrepreneurs. The inequality index must fully recognize the
inequality in such cases. It would be useless if an index for
inequality between manual workers and entrepreneurs must always
be small, just because the entrepreneurs are so few compared to
the manual workers. The index should thus not be affected by the
sizes of the background groups considered. This demand is partly
a consequence of the demand for comparability between background
factors (cf. previous paragraph).
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(6) Comparability between indicators. The index numbers should
allow comparison between different indicators, such as "car
ownership" vs. "minimum housing standard". In particular this
entails:
(7) Comparability between different percentage levels of indicators. Different indicators may have rather different percentage
levels. For instance, there may be a couple of tenths of the
Swedish population who do not have a car, but only wery few per
cent who do not live in a dwelling of acceptable standard. But
irrespective of the percentage levels, there may be little or
great inequality between groups. If one group has one per cent
living in a substandard dwelling and another group has four per
cent, there is a substantial inequality between the qroups. Even
though both percentages are low, their ratio takes a value which
is far from 1. The index must recognize that kind of inequality.
It must not automatically become small when the percentages are
smal 1.

Of course an index cannot tell everything. By nature it is a
summary statistic, and to go further into detail one has to
supplement it with other statistics, such as extensive frequency
tables. The comparability properties are however an advantage of
an index.

3

FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS

Let us now state a little more specifically what the inequality
index is to look like.

Postulate 1. The inequality index will always pertain to the
inequality between two groups. For instance, when considering
socio-economic inequality, we may have one index for the inequality between manual workers and non-manual employees, one for
that between manual workers and entrepreneurs, and so on. Likewise, concerning regional inequality, we may have one index for
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the Stockholm conurbation versus other major cities, one for the
Stockholm conurbation versus rural areas, and so on.

Postulate 2. The index shall work as if the two groups differed
only with respect to the one background factor under concern.
The index shall thus pertain purely to a difference in socioeconomic group, or geographical region, or one other factor.
Specifically the index shall not reflect differences in size or
in the remaining background factors, but it shall work as if the
two groups were alike in these respects.

Postulate 3. The inequality index shall range between -100 and
100. The value 0 means perfect equality, i.e., that the percentage (e.g., of car-owners) is equal in both groups. The values
- 100 and 100 mean total inequality, i.e., that the percentage
is 0 in the first group and 100 in the second, resp. 100 in the
first and 0 in the second.

Postulate 4. If the two groups are interchanged, the index shall
always change by merely reversing its sign. Likewise, if the
indicator is replaced by its negation (e.g., if percentages of
non car-owners are used, instead of those of car-owners), the
index shall change by merely reversing its sign.

Comment: We thus restrict ourselves to consider inequality between groups within pairs of groups. This restriction considerably simplifies the comparability issues of the preceding Section;
cf. particularly statements (4) and (5) there. Without the restriction it would be rather problematic to find an index for,
e.g., socio-economic or regional inequality in general. The
outcome may depend very much on the subdivisions used, especially on the number of groups distinguished between. The pairs of
groups are much less ambiguous, and they allow comparison between index numbers for different pairs.

Also notice the connection between statement (3) in the preceding Section, and Postulate 2 here.
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4

DEFINITION OF THE INEQUALITY INDEX

We are now ready to define the inequality index in terms of its
actual computation. Consider a welfare indicator Y with the two
possible values 0 and 1 (meaning, e.g., "not car-owner" resp
"car-owner"). An inequality index I shall be computed pertaining
to the inequality in Y between two groups X = 0 and 1, say. This
is done in a three-step procedure:
Step 1.

Let p denote the probability that Y = 1 for a given

person. Assume a logi t model to describe how p depends on the
background factors. The variable X is defined in terms of one of
those background factors. Estimate the parameters of the logi t
model from actual observed data, for each year in the timeseries of interest.
Step 2.

For all the background factors except the one used to

define X, obtain statistics for a standard reference population.
For instance, this could be the most recent year's population,
or an average for a few of the most recent years. Plug those
statistics into the logit model, with estimated parameter values
from Step 1. For each year in the series, the model thus yields
"predicted" values p n and p. for the probability that Y = 1 for
a person in the standard population, given that X = 0 resp. 1.
Step 3.

The values p„ and p. found in Step 2 finally yield the

inequality index,

Technical details on Steps 1 and 2 will be given later (Sections
8, 9 and 11).
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The intuitive idea of the procedure may be explained as follows.
By means of a multivariate method (a logi't model) we obtain
adjusted values p. and p. of the proportions of persons for
which Y = 1 in the two groups. Those values are adjusted so as
to allow comparison with respect to the defining distinction
between the two groups, "everything else alike" (cf. Postulate
2). The index I measures a kind of relative difference between
p. and p . We shall shortly recognize I as a regression
coefficient (Section 6 ) .

5

MOTIVATIONS IN GENERAL

Let us somewhat discuss the motivations for the definition just
given. The use of a logi t model hardly needs a very particular
explanation. This is now a standard technique of multivariate
analysis, almost like regression analysis is; cf., e.g., Breslow
and Day (1980), and Koch and Edwards (1985). It is often used to
achieve a "separation of background factors", as demanded in
statement (3) of Section 2. However the relevance of logi t
models will be somewhat discussed, later (Section 11).
By the use of a standard population in Step 2, we can get the
model-predicted values p_ and p . The estimated model-parameters
alone do not give p n and p1 themselves, but only the odds-ratio

This can be obtained as the exponentiated value of the coefficient for X in the model.
Would it then be possible to base an inequality index on the
odds ratio (suitably transformed), and skip the standard
population? It would actually not. Notice that when p_ = 0,
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than the odds ratio is always 0, irrespective of the value of
p . This means that the odds ratio partly fails to reflect even
unequivocal differences in inequality. An inequality index based
on the odds ratio must violate Postulate 3 of Section 3, in
failing to distinguish total inequality. So Step 2, with its
reference to a standard population, is essential. Nevertheless
it appears that the index I is rather robust with respect to the
choice of the standard population.

Remark: The logit model actually can never give exactly p n = 0,
for mathematical reasons. But still the reference just made to
the case p

= 0 is apparently quite relevant. For p

= 0 is a

natural limit case and an approximate possibility.

6

MOTIVATIONS FOR THE INDEX FORMULA

The formula for I in Step 3 needs some discussion. By formalizing Postulate 2 of Section 3 we can construct a simple model
setting, for the inequality index. Consider a hypothetical population which is made up of two groups, with X = 0 and X = 1
respectively. In the hypothetical population those two groups
have the same size and the same structure with respect to the
remaining background factors (those not used to define X ) . In
the two groups the proportion of those persons, for which Y = 1,
is equal to p_ and p. respectively. For a person picked at random in this population, the joint probability distribution of X
and Y is as given in Table 1.

Table 1

A simple model setting
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The consideration just made is really nothing but a formalization of a rather natural and simple idea. That idea was
informally stated in Postulate 2 of Section 3. The model of
Table 1 thus sets the stage for the inequality index, which
should have a natural meaning in this model. And indeed the
index I has such a meaning. Namely, let us consider simple
linear regression, with Y as independent and X as dependent
variable, and let p

be the regression coefficient. Then

we have

This fact can also be stated more non-technically: In the
hypothetical population, consider the difference between the
percentage of persons with X = 1 among those with Y = 0, and the
percentage of persons with X = 1 among those with Y = 1. Then I
is equal to that difference.

And the use of p
is indeed a logical choice. Let us again
x.y
look at statement (1) of Section 2. As stated there we should
start out from the existing inequality in Y, the welfare indicator. We should then have the index tell to what extent this
inequality means an inequality in terms of X, the background
factor at study. As an expression of the dependency of X upon Y,
the regression coefficient p

appears to be fit for this

role.
Let us now list some easily verified mathematical properties of
the index I.
Proposition. The inequality index I enjoys the following properties:
(i)

-100 <_ I £ 100.

(ii)

1 = 0 precisely when p Q = p..

(iii)

I = -100 precisely when p_ = 0 and p. = 1; and I = 100
precisely when

pfl = 1 and p. = 0.
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(iv)

If X is replaced by 1 - X, then I changes to -I. If Y is
replaced by 1 - Y, then I changes to -I.

(v)

I is strictly monotonous in p» and p-.

always of equal sign.

Comments: Properties (i)-(iv) here mean that I satisfies Postulates 3 and 4 of Section 3. Property (v) is naturally essential
in view of the intuitive notion of inequality. As (vi) and (vii)
show, there is further a natural relationship between I and the
percentage difference (p n - p.) • 100. For percentages not too
far from 50, the index I crudely approximates that difference.
When the percentages get closer to 0 or 100, then I becomes more
and more adjusted upwards compared to the percentage difference.
The latter fact is finally reflected in (viii), which is also
essential in view of statement (7) of Section 2.

Property (viii) can also be understood intuitively. Consider a
situation where p_ and p. are both small, but with p
smaller than p , so that p /p

very much

is small. Then if one knows

that Y = 1 for a person, then that person is likely to be in the
group with X = 1, for most such persons are. For a person with
Y = 1, one may thus predict an X-value near 1. On the other
hand, knowing that Y = 0 for a person gives practically no clue
whether X = 0 or 1 for the person; anyhow most persons have
Y = 0. So the predicted X-value should be near 0.5. Thus the
difference between the predicted X-values for Y = 1 and Y = 0
becomes nearly 0.5, and then -p

• 100 = I becomes near to
x.y

-50.
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7

RULED-OUT ALTERNATIVES

As shown in the preceding Section, the reasons for using 8 in
x.y
the formula for the index should be logical enough. Still, one
might ask what would happen if one tried to use some other measure of the association between X and Y, instead of 8 . Let us
x.y
thus consider such measures for the simple model in Table 1 .
A s e l f - e v i d e n t candidate is the usual c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t
p . One might thus consider a possible inequality index defined
xy
as

Actually this formula is very similar to that for I, differing
only by the square root in the denominator.
Yet another
alternative might be the squared correlation coeffi2
cient p
.
This
might seem attractive in view of the connection
p
xy
with variance decomposition. As is well known one can write

where a.b 2 and aw2 are the variance in Y between resp. within the
two groups X = 0 and X = 1. Thus p 2 is the "between-groups
xy
proportion" of the total variance in Y.
2
However, pxy and p
xy have the property that they are always
small when p n and p1 are both small (or both close to 1). This
means an unacceptable violation of statement (7) in Section 2.
The correlation coefficient is too insensitive for inequality at
extreme percentage levels.

To make the index sensitive to inequality at low percentage
levels, one might think of using the simple formula
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for an index. In terms of the model in Table 1 this can actually
be interpreted as a coefficient of variation of a conditional
probability:

That interpretation appears somewhat artificial, and the alternative is indeed unacceptable for at least two reasons. Like the
odds ratio it fails to distinguish total inequality; cf. Section
5. It also fails on the second part of Postulate 4. The modulus
of such an index could actually take a most different value if Y
was replaced by 1 - Y. This cannot be allowed, since the modulus
of the index should express the strength of inequality, for
which the choice between Y and 1 - Y should be a nonconsequential trivial matter of notation.

8

SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS

As mentioned in Section 1 the source data in the present application are obtained from the Swedish Survey on Living Conditions. This is a sample survey, and thus the results will be
subject to sampling errors. Chiefly due to these sampling
errors, the estimated parameters in the logit model are influenced by some uncertainty. There would, however, be some uncertainty even if the data comprized the whole population and not
just a sample, since data in practice deviate more or less from
a model. The uncertainty is quantified by the model as estimated
variances and covariances of the parameter estimates. Using
linear approximations and an assumption of normal distribution,
one can straightforwardly compute a confidence interval for the
index.
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The random uncertainty of the index is particularly noticeable
when p Q and p

are both near 0 or 1. It may be desirable to

stabilize the index by smoothing, e.g., by three-year moving
averages.

The Survey on Living Conditions uses a stratified sample with
varying sampling probabilities. This means that one has to consider whether or not to weight the observations, with their
inverse sampling probabilities as weights, in the logi t analysis. The use resp. nonuse of such weighting correspond to what
is known as "design-based" resp. "model-based" inference; cf.
Särndal (1985). The parameter estimates become unbiased only
with weighting. On the other hand the estimation of variances
and covariances in the usual model works only without weighting.
Besides it is likely that the variances of the parameter estimates often become somewhat smaller without weighting; and trouble
with outlying weights is eliminated.

Here one has to take a pragmatic view. In surveys with a very
drastic stratification, weighting may be the only choice, to
avoid a totally disturbing bias. However, the Survey on Living
Conditions is not of that kind, and experience confirms that
weighting and nonweighting mostly tend to give very similar
results in analyses. It is thus feasible not to weight, so in
view of the advantages that alternative was chosen in the
present application.
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TECHNICAL POINTS

Let us for clarity state the relevant formulas for Steps 1 and 2
of Section 4.
It is convenient to represent each of the background factors in
terms of one or more dummy variables, i.e., variables with 0 and
1 as the only possible values. For each background factor the
population is subdivided into two or more groups. A dummy vari-
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able is introduced for each such group except one (for each
factor), the "reference group". For instance the factor "socioeconomicr-group" may be described by the dummy variables x.,...,
Xr, so that

( X i , • • . ,X j- )

=

(0,0,0,0,0)

denotes manual workers (reference group)

(1,0,0,0,0)

denotes assistant nonmanual employees

(0,1,0,0,0)

denotes intermediate/higher nonmanual employees

(0,0,1,0,0)

denotes entrepreneurs

(0,0,0,1,0)

denotes farmers

(0,0,0,0,1)

denotes others.

Let x-

x. be all the dummy variables for all the background

factors. Given the values of x.,...,x, for a person, the logi t
model predicts a probability p = P(Y=1) about the welfare indi-?
cator Y for that person. It does so by the formula

Here b ,...,b. are the model parameters which are estimated in
Step 1 and used in Step 2 (cf. Section 4 ) . The estimation is
done by the Maximum Likelihood method: Let y,_.,...,y. . be the
observed values of Y for the individuals l,...,n in the sample.
Let p,..,...,p. . be the corresponding predicted values of p,
considered as functions of the same parameters b_,...,b. . In the
estimation the values of the parameters are then so determined
that the product

becomes as large as possible.
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Suppose that L,...,x. are the mean values of the dummy variables in a standard reference population. Thus x^ is simply the
proportion of persons such that x. = 1 in the reference population. These statistics are used, together with the estimated
values of b.,...,b. , in Step 2 (cf. Section 4 ) . This gives predicted values of p for various groups. For instance, if x.,...,
x,- describe socio-economic group in the way just stated, then
the predicted value of p for "entrepreneurs" is
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WHY NOT LEAST SQUARES

Least Squares estimation is an alternative to Maximum Likelihood
estimation in a logit model, using a somewhat different
criterion to determine the parameter values b_,...,b. .
The two estimation methods can be described as follows. Let

denote the vector with components x..,...,x. . For each posible
value of x let n(x) be the number of observations (persons in
the sample) in that "cell" x. Also suppose that y(x) is the
proportion of persons for which Y = 1 in that cell, and that
p(x) is the corresponding value of P(Y=1) predicted by the
model. Then the Maximum Likelihood method minimizes

while the Least Squares method minimizes
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(where

0 log O = 0 ) . In both formulas the summation extends

over all cells j<.
There is a similarity between these two formulas, but sometimes
the distinction may not be inessential. For cells where y(_x) and
p(_x) are close to 0 or 1, the latter sum is seen to have an
exaggerated sensitivity to small changes in y(x).

So the Least

Squares method is less robust in this respect. Now, in the
present application y(x_) may sometimes vary heavily between
cells, and a decent precision is required in most (if not all)
parameters. Thus Maximum Likelihood is preferred.
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SOME BACKGROUND RELATED TO LOGIT MODELS

Though the use of logit models is now an established technique
of multivariate analysis, it may be in order to recapitulate
some background for the relevance of such models. These aspects
are well known but perhaps not so often explicitly discussed in
the literature.

The most clear motivation for logit models appears in connection
with evolution processes; see Montroll (1987). Consider for
instance the process of introducing a new technical facility,
such as the dishwasher, in a population. Let Q(t) denote the
proportion of the population which has a dishwasher at time t.
Typically Q(t) will increase over time as more and more people
get themselves a dishwasher. And the more prevalent dishwashers
have become, the more likely it is that anyone who is still
without a dishwasher will acquire one soon.

Indeed, as a simple idealized model, it may be assumed that for
a person, who is still without a dishwasher at time t, the
probability of getting a dishwasher before time t + dt is
proportional to Q(t)dt, for dt small. Since the proportion of
persons without a dishwasher at time t is 1 - Q(t), it is then
seen that Q(t) may be expected to follow a solution to the
differential equation
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where c is a constant. (Random fluctuations in Q(t) due to the
finiteness of the population are disregarded here.)
The general solution (such that 0 < Q(t) < 1) to this
differential equation is given by

where t° is a constant. This function follows an S-shaped curve.
For early times t the curve lies steadily on a low level, only
slowly increasing. Later it gradually increases faster and
faster until it reaches the level Q = 0.5, and after that the
increase gradually slows down as the curve approaches the level
Q = 1.
Now what is interesting in our context is that the evolution
process may be differently lagged in different population
groups. The development may come earlier in some groups and
later in others. To obtain a model for this phenomenon one may
let t° depend on various background variables. Assuming a linear
model for this dependence, one thus gets the model

As before the x. are background variables expressing
socio-economic group, geographical region, etc.
This model is of course idealized in various respects. And in
the present application we are not interested in using it to
describe evolution processes. What is essential to us is that
the reasoning provides a basis for the study of inequality
between groups with respect to welfare indicators. And indeed
the considerations may be supposed to have a wider applicability
than evolution processes, even though the model is most easily
motivated for such settings. Thus the variable t need not be
thought of as time in a literal sense, but rather as some more
general kind of "promoting" variable for the welfare indicator
in question.
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In our application we certainly do not want to model time by
means of that variable t. We actually estimate the logi t model
for each year separately, as explained in Section 4. To us the
variable t has no interest in itself, and thus the term ct in
the last formula is absorbed into the constant b_. The model
stated in Section 9 is thus obtained.

This reasoning is of course rather loose and may not be relied
too heavily upon. It is then also important that the logi t model
appears to be fairly robust, working sensibly in different
situations.

12

IMPLEMENTATION IN SAS

The software system SAS is quite convenient for the implementation of the computation of the inequality index. The main computational step is the parameter estimation in the logi t model.
Here the procedure CATMOD is used. The parametrization in CATMOD
differs a little from the formulas in Section 9. Letting
b ',..., b. ' denote the parameters in CATMOD, we get the logi t
model in the form

if only dummy variables (0-l-variables) are used. See further
the discussion about design matrix, response function, etc.,
in the Chapter on CATMOD in the Manual; SAS (1985b).

The parameter estimates are retrieved in a SAS data set,
requested by OUTEST = ... in a RESPONSE statement under PROC
CATMOD. This data set contains both the parameter estimates and
their estimated variance-covariance matrix. The data set is then
taken as input to processing in procedure MATRIX and/ or DATAsteps. There the inequality index itself, together with its
confidence interval, is computed.
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The results are feasibly tabulated by procedure PRINT; cf. SAS
(1985a, c ) . This is a quick and simple way to obtain easily
readable tables. An example is shown in Table 2.
In the present application all of the computations were carried
out on an IBM/MVS mainframe. Table 2 was printed from a PC/AT,
after DOWNLOADing of the output data from the mainframe. In
future applications more of the work may be done on the PC/AT.
Running CATMOD however takes considerable CPU^-time and should
still be done on the mainframe. But the OUTEST datasets from
CATMOD could be DOWNLOADed to the PC/AT, where the remaining
computations, tabulations etc. could be taken care of. This kind
of distributed processing may enhance the flexibility for
modifications regarding choice of variables, smoothing over
time, modes of output and editing, etc.
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Table 2
Inequality Indexes (Example)
16
14:53 Thursday, March 19, 1987
- Car Ownership -

23
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